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Fellow American's I decided to make this Email to speak to you directly, Before I begin, Its also imperative to inform that the Criminal Expedition's of Organized
Stalking " GangStalking" are Perpetrated in many other countries as well, so for the sake of exposure , and for a lack of a better term this email is being
expressed for the sake of " the Human Family", because anyone can absolutely be targeted with this crime, anywheir.
Im goin to dive right in, BUT KNOW and Absolutely UNDERSTAND, what is exposed in this Email is ABSOLUTE TRUTH, and all description's can be researched
online at least on Google and when Appropriate You Tube.
We cannot use or wholely depend on logic to deliberate what we are not aware of , at least in it's totality.
Yes we can sense something is Off, our Intuition can knock on Logics door and warn us something/things are not right. These warning, a Human Being will
experence when ever, At least thru our, experience's including our senses, thru our perception's are warning us that something is not right,Pay Attention, Now we
are all aware. that our fellow man is capable of lie's deciet, criminality, and of course even wickedness, and these atrribute's can bring people into Dangerous,
Relationship's Wanted or Not" ( this can be done thru these Crime's,) circumstance's, situation's, effects and causation's.
Now Considering what has been stated so far and will be expanded on within this email , we will deduce as result of what is written and presented, that what is
presented are factual realitie's becuase what is described is possible to be researched, cross referenced, synthesized and thruth becomes self evident.
Organized Stalking Gang Stalking Crimes are perpetrated from within the system, at the Military Federal State, County, and Local level's, some of the way's this
crime operates is so intrsiant, it take ALOT of research to fully comprehend its expedition/ and protection of it.
Having at Least a Preface of Information will assist in Laying out, presenting a Foundational Understanding which can then be built upon thru ReSearch.
For Instant, Between these two rows of 7's, descriptions will be presented for you to at least Google and when you witness the amount of Numeric responses that
come up and the Web Pages that come's up and what is exposed within them you will begin to see the depth of this criminality and its covert participating
relationship's, and who and wheir protect's it, as a result you will conclude that the only way this is possible is thru a absolute Government implementation of it
( OTHERWISE the crimes whould be prosecuted and the Victim's released from the crimes their expeirincing.
UNDERSTAND what appears thru the research from these descriptions will present reality of these criminal expedition's meaning that. in part, when you witness
the THOUSAND'S of exposure's, you using even just common sense, logic will present to you the factual realities of these crime's .
Google the Following Description's to first GangStalking then in seperate search's to Organized Stalking.
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Police ,Judge's, Doctor's, Prosecutor's, Public Defender's, Lawyer's,District Attorney's,Theft of Evidence,Professional Misconduct of Lawyers and legal Advoacy
Groups,Insurance Company's, Jail's, Detention Center's, Prison's, Hospital's,, Mental Health, Psychiatrict Floor's ,Medical and Mental Health Clinic's and Center's,
Doctor's ,Psychiatricts Psychologists, Nurse's, Doctor's, Military any Branch, FBI, and any alphabet agency you can think of Including Fusion Center's,
University's College's High School's, Public Librarie's, Buisines's, including The Name of ANY Business, any kind of Buisness, ABSOLUTELY, The Department of
Education, Google YouTube, Email, Fax and Cell Phone Rerouting, Mail Services " Mail Theft and Mail Delayment, Bank's, Social Security, Social
service's,creating Homelessness of Victim's of this CrimeLandlord's Property Owners, Neighbor's Apartment Complex's, Including HUD and Section 8
Housing,Finanical Destruction, Staged Vehicle accident's,Covert Black Listing the target from Housing Legal and Medical Service's , Security Guards and security
firms,Probate Attorney's, Illegal Guardianship, Racketeering , Insurance Fraud, Human Trafficking Pornography Ring's Child Trafficking, Falsified Police Report's,
Falsified Police Incident Report's, Falsified Police Information Sheets,falsified Arrest, Illegal Falsified Imprisonment, which these last three also include Falsified
Documentations from Security Guards Security Firms of Government Building Business and any other Description described within this List Security Guards and
firms are nothing but foot soldiers for who they work for and protect,, In fact from all of the Description's above " JUST RESEARCH It because falsified
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documentation is how they Obtain illegal Physical control of the Target to discredit and exploit, Psyhsical assault's, Rape, GangRape, Rape Drug's, Chemical
Spraying of target's, Poisnsing of Target's, Breaking and Entering, GasLighting, Sensitization technique's, Torture, Murder, Organ Harvesting, Non Consensual
Human experimentation including by the Miltary and Alphabet agencie's, V2K, Remote Neural Monitoring, Psycho Tronic's, Darpa,DOD, Nano Techknologie's,
Implantation, and then the Other Electronic Technologies that you will observe when you type in these last few described description's,Cell Phone and Computer
Tracking GPS, Staged events Assaults Arrests ticket's Forcing the Target to move, Including when their Homeless, Also research Homeless shelyters Woman's
shelters ,Domestic Violence shelters, Vetrans Administration,Homeland Security...
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So we can Conclude JUST from whats revealed so far thru the research of these description's, and Cross Referenced that these crime's are Factual Realities, How
Intrisant they are, in reference to how they Operate and the Relationships of what and How is described ,and the Absolute Fact that the Only way this can be done
and continued is thru Government Particpation, Government Conspirarcy, Governemnt Protection and Covert Participating Relationship's, to expedite and acheive
their Criminal Motivations of the Target.
Now when we conclude the Factual Realities of these Criminal realities it is very reasonable to conclude the Target has no one/ no wheir to run to for Uncorrupt
help to escape the victimization and expect UnCorrpt prosecution concerning who and wheir was involgved in these crimes towards them
See we as Humans know that are Rights come to us naturally thru God, or thru your personal deduction of just being a Human To not be Victimized by Anyone
and to expect that our Governemnt UnCorruptibly Investigate criminality happening to any of its citizens, which they even advertize that they do but yet thru these
crimes ABSOLUTELY Completely DONT, and the DONT at least AT LEAST absolutely beg's the Question Why,Because the Answer is in the Question WHY
What the Above description's do concerning aspects of this crime is allow the crime to continue until the Criminal Motivation can be acheived, while dressing it up
thru their employment descriptions that everything their doin to a Target USING the system is being done legally and thru truth when in reality Its ABSOLUTELY
nothing but Organized Crime Syndacite's in the system perpetrating these crimes and using their employment description's to achieve them, so research
extensivley whats exposed in this email DO IT then Disect the Blog your in To witness thruth about what is exposed, who and where is Exposed, for truth will
LITERALLY be staring you in the Face

And in Closeing after you witness what comes up from all of your research you will witness that what is described is ABSOLUTELY occurring to target's Using
Logic, for we become aware thru educated knowledge, and when you witness the LITERAL truth and the Fact the Target is Completely abandoned from assistance
and Isolated within these crime's, and yet then the Police and other described parties will arrest anyone and prosecute them to the fullest extent of the Law for "
lets say stealing a Pack of Gum", a Pack of Gum is LITERALLY more valued to the system and who and wheir is exposed particpating in this crime than a Human
Being life, LITERALLY, while you and the Target literally pay the salery's of many of these Criminal ABSOLUTE Low Life's thru your , their Tax's, The Target is
Literaly paying the saleries of these Wild Animals LITERALLY, thats like a lowlife approaching you and saying give me your wallet so I can Fund the Rape of you
and Your LIFE LITERALLY, LITERALLY,
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